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FRAMEWORK - the latest PVCu technology
with no compromise, wide range of colour
finishes, choice of white, mahogany,
rosewood, light oak, cream, black and grey
being some of the more popular.
Either applied to all surfaces or external only.
Our windows and doors are 70mm deep and
have been purposely designed for the UK
market’s unique architecture.
GLAZING - our products are glazed
from the inside, using removable beads,
available in chamfered or sculptured
designs to match your specific application.
Fitted with Heatguard® full 28mm argon
filled warm edge high performance
sealed glazing units.

DOOR SETS - a truly complete package, with
Homeguard™ security system, incorporating
a full length hook locking keep, heavy duty
flag hinges with 3 - dimensional adjustment
and suited furniture. All reinforced with rolled
steel sections. Designed and proven to meet
British Standards for enhanced security.

ENERGY SAVING - energy efficiency is
the central drive in our product development
programme. Fact; your investment in energy
efficiency windows will always be returned
during their own lifetime, in the form of
reduced household energy costs.
Our range of double glazed windows
were the first in the UK to be awarded an
‘A’ rating by the British Fenestration Ratings
Council.

SCULPTURED OR CHAMFERED

White

Rosewood

WINDOW SECURITY products are fitted with our unique
Homeguard™ range of locks and handles.
Purpose designed and sourced in the UK.
Probably the most ergonomic designs
available in our market today, meet the strict
criteria of British Standards for enhanced
security.

Light Oak

10 YEAR INSURANCE BACKED GUARANTEE
Every installation also comes complete with a fully
comprehensive 10 year insurance backed guarantee.

Strong, Safe
& Secure

TRIED AND TESTED TO STAND THE TEST OF TIME.

SUDDENLY YOU DON’T FEEL SO VULNERABLE.
ALL PRODUCTS CARRY THE HIGHEST SECURITY ACCREDITATION
Homeguard™ is a unique hardware security system for
windows and doors. All components have been purpose
designed and selected to ensure the finished products
performance can surpass all standards laid down for
enhanced security and is also durably, long lasting
and pleasing to the eye.
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FULLY WELDED PROFILE
High impact 70mm framework with thermally welded joints
provides integral strength which is further increased, where
necessary, through the incorporation of fully galvanised steel
reinforcement into the multi-chambered structure of the profile.
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Sculptured glazing bead (optional).
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Steel reinforcement for strength and rigidity
where necessary.
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Sculptured and Chamfered profile finish.
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Black or white low line gaskets.
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Multi-chambered profile.
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Sculptured internally beaded sash (optional)
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70mm profile with 28mm sealed units,
for better strength, sound proofing and
insulation.

QUICK EXIT HINGE

QUICK EXIT / EASY CLEAN HINGE
The quick exit hinge can be opened to allow
unrestricted means of escape in an emergency
(available as an option). This also allows the opening
to slide to gain access for cleaning.

Two security Claws fitted as
Standard to each sash.
RESTRICTOR HINGE
A thoughtful touch, the restrictor hinge (available as an option) keeps young children
safe and secure whilst being child-proof in operation.
This innovative hinge limits the opening of the window preventing anyone from
accidently falling.
A pressure pad concealed within the hinge mechanism allows the window to be
opened fully by an adult. The restrictor hinge is recommended for windows fitted
in children’s bedrooms.

RESTRICTOR HINGE
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Internally Glazed
for added Security

The combination of locking points that secure the window in all four corners and four
sides of the frame, and its internally glazed design that prevents the glass from being
removed from the outside, makes HOMEGUARD™ the right choice.
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Glass is installed from
the inside, making it
virtually impossible
to remove from
the outside.
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Shootbolt
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Bi directional hooks
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Bi directional hooks
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Shootbolt
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High security hinge claws
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Locking wedge
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High security hinge claws
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HOMEGUARD™ offers proven
protection against burglary with
multi-point locking systems fitted
as standard on all windows and
doors.

DOORS
The security specification on every
HOMEGUARD™ product includes
locking points strategically positioned
on the hinge and handle sides to provide
effective all around anti-intruder
protection.
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Fully Adjustable Security Hinges fixed
directly into steel reinforcement.

Every single component of the
HOMEGUARD™ system is specified to
an uncompromising standard.
Even the screws used are superior grades,
that have been tested for 1000 hours in a
salt spray chamber to ensure their quality.

Hookbolt x 3
Anti-lift pins x 3
Compression Rollers x 4
3 Security Hinges

Peaceful & Warm
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY & ENERGY SAVING
The British Fenestration Rating Council’s ‘Window Energy Rating’ scheme calculates
the overall energy efficiency of windows. It has given consumers an easy way to
distinguish between the top energy saving A-C rated windows and less eco-friendly
alternatives.
Now consumers can instantly verify the performance claims of manufacturers and
compare different window types according to their need – as well as deciding which
product is best, and most importantly whether they’re getting value for money. In the
future all window products are likely to be energy rated. This will make it even easier
to choose the right energy efficient glazing – one that generates tangible savings for
the home, and the environment.
Just another reason you’re more comfortable at home with He at G ua rd ®
®

